87 dodge ramcharger

The Ramcharger was mostly produced as a two-door, 4x4 vehicle, although a two wheel drive
version was available. It was discontinued at the end of the model year in North America. In
Mexico, it continued to run that platform until Then brought it back from as a 2 door Dodge
Ramcharger with a ''01 Ram front end. Approximately 30, were produced and were all two-wheel
drive. Engine choices were the 5. Magnum or the 5. During development, it was known as the
"Rhino". First available in four-wheel drive with a rear-wheel drive only version available
starting in The through models came without a roof, with a dealer-installed fabric top, or an
optional removable steel roof with a flip up rear tailgate window. The "half doors" were used up
to the build date of , afterwards the roof was changed to use normal pickup style doors.
Marketed as a basic utility vehicle, only the driver's seat was standard equipment with the
passenger seat optional up to Also in , the big block V8 became an option, but turned out to be
the only year with the option. The Ramcharger and Trail Duster followed the D-series pickup's
redesign into the Ram and is considered the second generation. They had an egg crate-style
grille which was used until the model year, when the front was redesigned to the crosshair grille
that remains common on many Dodges today. In , there were another batch of grill changes that
lasted until when American Ramcharger production stopped. The generation two trucks had a
few different trim and interior option levels, but not much changed over the years. These
models had a non-removable welded steel top instead of the removable top. The Trail Duster
was only available for one year with the Ram design and steel non-removable top, as it was
dropped after the model year. From through , all models were carbureted, but in , throttle-body
fuel injection TBI was added to the ci V8 engine. Fuel injection was added to the ci V8 engine in
In , the multiport fuel injected Magnum was the standard engine while the LA with TBI was still
offered as an option. In , the Magnum replaced the LA engine. Many manual transmissions were
offered throughout the years, starting with the A three-speed and ending with the A five-speed
in In the clutch was converted from a mechanical linkage to a hydraulic system. An
all-wheel-drive NP transfer case was standard until , when it was replaced with the part-time NP
This was supplanted by the NP in AWD models â€” were equipped with the full-time version of
the Dana 44 that had no provision for locking hubs and had a front wheel bearing design with a
somewhat dubious reputation. In when the part-time 4WD system was introduced, the front
Dana 44 was equipped with a more conventional front wheel bearing design and automatic
locking hubs. The CAD Dana 44 was vacuum actuated by a switch on the transfer case and
powered by engine vacuum. The vacuum switch on the transfer case would occasionally fail
and either leave the CAD engaged or not engage the CAD at all. Two wheel drive models used
the 5 on 4. The Ramcharger continued to be sold in Mexico and Canada until , with minor
running changes from the last version sold in the U. The third generation Ramcharger was
produced in Mexico from for the model year, based on the same platform as the Dodge Ram
pickup and sharing most of its componentry with the Ram as well. It was only sold in Mexico
where the previous generation Ramcharger had been successful. One of the features of this
generation was a small third row folding seat in the cargo area that faced sideways, making it
less practical for long trips. The rear of the vehicle had looked very similar to the model
Chrysler minivans. This version of the Ramcharger was not sold in the US for numerous
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3rd, but won't go into overdrive. My ramcharger doesnt like to start. When i do get it to start it
runs great. Fuel gauge does not work properly. When tank is half full, the engine stops as if the
tank is empty. Fill up and the engine runs OK. Any thoughts? So my husband was driving the
truck it quit and we were told that it was a carburetor so we rebuild the carb and then it still
wouldn't work so we ordered a new carburetor it still didn't work then My wipers work then quit
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Year Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The dealership was
prompt in contacting me back on my questions. They provided good information on the
condition of the vehicle that helped me decided if it was a good fit for me budget wise. They
were very helpful, although the vehicle was already under contract when I got to return their
email. It was exactly what I was looking for and a great price and mileage, just a little older than
what I was looking for. Their response was prompt and courteous and provided me with the
proper information as I requested. Very good experience owner was very attentive answered
any questions even amidst the snow storm and other things going on he still squeeze time in
for us we purchased the truck and love it. The Sales Consultant Tyrone Folkes who assisted me
displayed outstanding customer service. Tyrone definitely deserves recognition for his
presentation and knowledge. I will be purchasing this vehicle today. Thank you. Absolutely the
worse experience I have ever had! Tyrone Folks and Kevin Watt are very unprofessional! Avoid
this dealership at all cost. They only care about their bottom line!!! Very Courteous. Called back
to let us know down payment was more than we could afford!! Dealer posted a red jeep liberty
as ready for sale. I contacted the dealer and the car needed repairs that doubled the original
price.. The prices from this dealer are not aacurate. It was a waste of time talking with them for 2
days.. The sales manager is waiting for me to get pictures of my trade to him. Very good
communications with each other. They replied quickly and offered help however the vehicle was
too far away for me to consider purchase. The dealer was friendly and forthright about the car. I
had a great experience. Kevin and the team were very considerate, helpful, and informative.
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Industries is America's first choice for Dodge Ramcharger parts and accessories. Product FL
This universal electric fan could be the last ingredient in the recipe or solution if you will in
keeping your vehicle's cooling system at the optimal temperature for peak performance. The
electric fan is comprised of ABS View Product Details. If your are still running the factory
engine-driven fan, you might be losing vital horsepower and not obtaining full effective cooling.
By replacing your engine-driven fan with an efficient electric unit, you can reduce drag Product
JLM Product WB Replace your worn out original wheel bearings to maintain proper alignment
and smooth rolling. Always check the bearings whenever removing the brake drum or rotor.
Applications: C10 With Product Product K This paint is produced to match factory paint color as
closely as possible and offers excellent paint coverage and adhesion even on difficult to
Product DDC. Replace scratched, damaged or missing original glass with our OEM quality
replacement. Each glass is professionally packed with extra care to avoid damage during
shipping. Product DDT. The MSD 8. It's extremely low resistance combined with the ability to
suppress Product C. They are designed to take advantage of the latest improvements in valve
train components and the newest developments in camshaft design. Made in Product B.

Product Y. Our professional quality brake drums offer the most complete line of premium,
high-quality, drums on the market. This vehicle-specific drum provides consistent quality,
strength, performance and reduced noise. MSD DynaForce starters are designed for severe
duty, high compression applications. The 3. Accel's patented race proven spark plugs are now
available in a shorty configuration. This distributor features a flawless lightweight
CNC-machined T-6 billet aluminum housing and a polished steel shaft that receives a QPQ
coating. This process produces a durable finish that reduces friction and resists If you are
looking to upgrade your stock coil or want to complement the performance of your MSD 5, 6
and 7 Series Ignition, the Blaster Coil is the right choice. The Blaster 2 Coil shares the same
special windings and high Product MN Includes Ultra-Seal cylinder head, intake, exhaust, valve
cover This Ultra-Seal head gasket has a 5 layer composite construction with graphite inner core
and steel outer layers. This multi-layer gasket transfers heat away from hot spots preventing
gasket burn-out. The gasket is coated Gasket Performance oil pan gasket set is great for high
performance street, drag racing and oval track use. Note: Two sets Gasket standard engine
overhaul gasket sets are designed for stock non-high performance engine rebuilds and are
engineered to meet or exceed OE gasket and seal specifications. Overhaul set includes all the
gaskets and New gaskets are a must when removing or Product E Engineered for function and
styled for good looks, these triple chrome-plated Signature Series valve covers have stock-style
breather baffles and accept all emissions equipment including a PCV valve. Rubber grommets
for the Gasket High Density oil pan gasket set is great for OE replacement or high performance
street use. The MLS head gasket is manufactured from Viton rubber coated stainless steel
layers and is stress formed embossments seal extreme cylinder pressure. The MLS head gasket
provides excellent stability and reduces cylinder bore This Mr. Gasket camshaft change gasket
set gives you all that is needed to change out your cam. This black 7 quart high capacity oil pan
will fit the chassis just like factory equipment. Made from heavy duty steel construction and
includes baffles for oil control. Note: When using stock oil pump on use oil pick Product R.
Product K. Reproduction of the original horn contact set designed for use on various Chrysler,
Dodge and Plymouth models except Imperial. Each contact set is manufactured with OE-grade
materials that replicate the original in Product WN Universal-fit bumper installation for
aftermarket step bumpers. Each kit includes universal fit bumper brackets with pre-drilled holes
in a variety of configurations to fit multiple vehicle applications. Comes with bolts, Product BM
It features replaceable 2, 3 or 4-speed forward pattern gate plates or a 3-speed reverse pattern
gate plate. Other features include a Product CP This 7" glass headlamp with replaceable H4
bulb. Sold individually. Product FF The Go Street kit is a ready-to-run system that comes
pre-programmed to optimize the performance and economy out of your engine. This system is
ideal for naturally It fits any 4-bbl intake manifold and is the most self-contained and
full-featured unit of this type. This NORS New Old Replacement Stock heater bypass valve
regulates the flow of coolant to the heater core for models originally equipped with AC and a
cable operated heater control valve. The set has a solid-bushing chain for a true bearing surface
that rolls with the sprockets, eliminating chain stretch. Cam sprocket is made Economically
priced and intended for use in stock or mildly modified engines, the Street Rodder Torque
Converter improves drivability and offers smooth in-gear idle without adversely affecting gas
mileage. Fully streetable A great choice for show cars and street rods, this converter
incorporates many of the manufacturing processes and performance Product MD Reproduction
headlamp switch for various Mopar A and B-Body models and other vehicle models as listed.
This switch features 7 terminals, plus 1 ground terminal on the bottom rear portion of the switch
that can be used Product H Hays high performance throwout bearings have been developed to
withstand the high-spring pressure and high RPM clutches. Each bearing is heat-treated for
strength and machined to close tolerances for secure bearing fork Product TR TCI Breakaway is
a great torque converter for moderately modified street machines and weekend racers that are
also used as daily drivers. It provides approximately to RPM flash stall without negatively
affecting Many modificatio
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ns, particularly big cams, tend to reduce low end This is the stud and bolt kit for Saginaw
power steering pumps. Fits most Saginaw pumps through including Saginaw P series. This set
is the chrome plated set The Super StreetFighter lock-up series Converter allows the car owner
to have to RPM speeds depending on application while still enjoying all the benefits of a
mechanical lock-up converter. Furnace-brazed fins, Product BDBK. Manufactured with a flip
style buckle this belt is constructed from tough nylon webbing that is fully adjustable from 24"
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